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Abstract—Unlike single fundamental frequency estimation,
accurately estimating pitch contents of a polyphonic audio signal
is a challenging task, even if the signal is from one instrument.
While most methods to estimate multiple fundamental frequencies
are based on and extended from single fundamental frequency
estimation algorithms, a different approach specifically devised
for guitar using combination of notes as a whole, or voicing, is
proposed in this paper. With the proposed method, the isolated
guitar signal is analyzed into a constant-Q spectrum, which
becomes the feature vector when shifted by each block’s lowest
pitch content. Using the features and the corresponding voicing
label derived from the ground truth data, a model is trained via
support vector machines and used to classify the voicing type of
guitar signals, such that it can be converted to actual pitches when
its bass note is extracted. This was made possible by the use of a
reliable MIDI pickup, by which the ground truth was produced
alongside the audio signal for training. For evaluation, the model
was trained with the audio and MIDI recording of an hour-long
performance and its misclassification rate on a ten-minute testing
audio signal was about 14%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human has a very powerful auditory system. With proper
training, identifying multiple pitches at the same time, es-
pecially when they form a familiar chord structure, can be
done almost effortlessly. Unfortunately, this is not the case
for machines. Even though the robust pitch estimation of
musical signals that have a single fundamental frequency is
now possible, estimating the pitch contents when multiple
fundamental frequencies are present adds much more com-
putational complexity due to their overlapping harmonics and
is a significantly harder task.

However, when the scope is reduced to a specific instru-
ment, additional simplification can be made based on the
instrument’s physical properties, making pitch detection of
polyphonic signals a doable task. In case of guitar, there are
several physical limitations that we can exploit to simplify the
problem. For example, there are maximum of six notes that can
be played at the same time and the fingering on the fretboard
physically limit the possibilities of the note combinations, or
possible chord voicings. In this paper, a method based on
supervised learning is devised to estimate the pitch contents
of guitar signals by identifying their chord voicing types. In
conjunction with the audio signal, the method will heavily rely
on the use of MIDI pickups, which recently became robust,
affordable, and readily available, to generate ground-truth data
for training.

The previous studies on general multiple fundamental
frequency estimation will be discussed in section II and the

author’s guitar-specific implementation is explained in detail in
section III. Evaluation of the proposed algorithm is discussed
in section IV, followed by a conclusion in section V.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Different methods have been proposed for multiple funda-
mental frequency estimation.

In [1], an algorithm using comb-filter was proposed and
refined in [2], [3]. Originally, it was devised to separate speech
signals, but later expanded to multiple pitch estimation tasks.
The basic idea is to find one of the fundamental frequencies
mixed in the signal and apply comb-filter to attenuate it to
reveal other frequencies.

In [4], an algorithm that models the human cochlear pitch
perception with the summary autocorrelation function (SACF)
was proposed and efficient approximations were devised in
[5], [6]. In these methods, the audio signal is split by a
gammatone filterbank, and the periodicity of each channel is
individually analyzed by autocorrelation function and summed
across channels to estimate multiple fundamental frequencies.

These methods all attempt to analyze the audio signal to
extract pitch information. In this paper, however, the same
problem is tackled from a different angle. Instead of extracting
each individual pitch element, an algorithm if proposed to
focus on identifying the entire chord structure as a whole via
machine learning.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed method uses a three-part approach to derive
a trained model from paired audio and MIDI signal. First,
the audio signal is divided into blocks and 48-dimensional
feature vectors are extracted. In the meantime, by looking at
the corresponding MIDI signal, a dictionary containing all the
4 to 6-note chord voicing structures that have been played is
constructed. Finally, a model is trained via SVM to classify
the type in the dictionary from the extracted feature vectors.
The block diagram of the training part of the algorithm is laid
out in Fig. 1.

With the trained model, multiple pitch estimation can be
done on an audio signal. Features are extracted from the audio
signal in the same way, and the model outputs the most likely
label for the block. The corresponding voicing is fetched from
the dictionary and added by the bass note number, resulting in
the estimated pitch values. The block diagram of the prediction
part of the algorithm is laid out in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the training part to derive the SVM model.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the prediction part to estimate pitch contents.

A. Feature Extraction

Considering the physical limitation on the fretboard of
guitar, the number of possible combinations of notes is finite
and practically limited. The number is further reduced when

some of the non-musical combinations are omitted. Then, the
number can be even further reduced considering that most of
the guitar chord voicings are based on shapes, in other words,
one shape of chord voicing can be moved over the fretboard
to be expanded to more than twelve actual pitch combinations.
The proposed method aims to estimate the pitch contents based
on its voicing type and its bass note, the extracted feature
vectors must be pitch-invariant, or transposable.

To extract pitch-invariant feature vectors, a constant-Q log-
energy spectrum is first computed from the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) of the audio signal in a way similar to the
one used for chroma extraction proposed in [], except the last
octave-folding step. First, the range for analysis is determined
with the center frequency fc(m) of the mth constant-Q bin,
defined as:

fc(m) = fmin × 2
m−B+1

2
12×B

for all m ∈ [1, 12 × B × Z], where the minimum frequency
fmin ' 65.4, corresponding to the note just below the guitar’s
range, the number of bins per semitone B = 3, and the number
of octaves Z = 7. Using a fixed ratio of the center frequency
to the bandwidth, Q ' 43, the constant-Q log-energy spectrum
Cm(n) is obtained from the STFT vector Xk(n), denoting the
frequency content in the kth bin of the nth block, normalized
across the bins to the unit variance, by:

Cm(n) =

b(fc(m)+
fc(m)
2Q )/Nc+1∑

k=b(fc(m)− fc(m)
2Q )/Nc+1

log(|Xk(n)|2 + 1)w(k)

where N = 4096 is the STFT block size in samples and
the window function w is a shifted Hamming window of the
appropriate size, normalized to the unity sum.

The resulting 12 × B × Z-dimensional vectors are then
folded into 12×Z-dimensional vectors, where each dimension
represents each half-step. The folded constant-Q spectrum
Ĉm(n) is obtained with the following summing process:

Ĉm(n) =

B∑
b=1

C(B×m+b)(n)ŵ(b)

where the window function ŵ is a Hamming window of size
B. The result is normalized across the bins to the unity sum.

Now the extracted vectors Ĉ are transposable with linear
bin offsets. To classify all the possible transpositions of a single
shape as a same voicing class, the bass note, or the lowest
note of the signal, is estimated by finding the minimum bin
index b(n), that satisfies Ĉb(n)(n) ≥ θ, where θ = 0.02 is
the threshold. Finally, the first M bins starting from b(n) are
chosen as the feature vector Fm(n) for each frame n as:

Fm(n) = Ĉb(n)+m−1(n)

where M = 48 is the desired dimensionality of the feature
vectors for the supervised learning. Since the range of the
guitar is never bigger than four octaves and most of the
practical voicings are about two octaves wide at most, setting
M to 48 is more than enough.



B. Voicing Dictionary

With the MIDI part of the signal, a voicing dictionary,
a list of all chord voicing shapes that have been played at
least once, is constructed. This is done by examining the MIDI
signal and finding the moment where the polyphony is in the
range of [P1, P2], where P1 = 4 and P2 = 6 represent the
minimum and maximum polyphony for analysis. If there are a
desired number of polyphony at a certain moment, the played
MIDI note numbers are subtracted by their minimum, so that
they are transposed in a pitch-invariant way, and the resulting
vector is added to the dictionary, only if it did not exist already.
The corresponding audio block’s feature vector is added to the
training matrix with the classifier represented by the index of
the corresponding dictionary element.

C. Support Vector Machines

The SVM, proposed in [7], [8] and implemented in [9],
is used for the learning procedure of the proposed method.
A multi-class SVM model is trained with the aforementioned
feature matrix and classifier vector. All the feature vectors
whose corresponding MIDI chord structure has less than P1

(or more than P2, which is theoretically impossible on guitar)
sustained notes are disregarded in the training stage. Prior to
the training, each dimension of the feature matrix is normalized
to the range of [−1, 1], and the factors used in normalization
are stored to be utilized again in the predicting stage.

D. Voicing Identification and Pitch Estimation

Using the trained SVM model, the chord voicing of a block
of audio signal can be determined. With the same procedure,
the feature vector F and the bass note b is extracted from the
block. From F , normalized using the same factors as used in
the training, the model predicts the index of the most-likely
element in the dictionary, and by looking up that index in the
dictionary and adding b to each element of the found voicing
vector, the MIDI note numbers representing the pitch contents
of the audio block are restored.

IV. EVALUATION

For training, an hour long audio and MIDI recording from
a jam session was used. Out of the entire recording sampled
at 44100 Hz, 8063 4096-sample blocks were identified to have
four to six note voicings and the total number of 182 unique
types of chord voicings were registered in the dictionary.
Polynomial kernels were used and their degree d and the trade-
off parameter C were determined to minimize the ten-fold
cross-validation error, shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, the training and testing errors are shown with
fixed C = 1000, which was the optimal value from the cross-
validation. As the degree of the polynomial kernel increased,
the training error slightly increased and the test error de-
creased, illustrating that the overfitting is less pronounced with
higher degrees. However, even with the optimal parameter set,
the test error was a bit too high compared to the extremely
small training error. This indicates that the overfitting is
happening and the model may not be generalized very well.
To alleviate this problem, it would be a good idea to gather
the training data from different players with different guitars.
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Fig. 3. Average ten-fold cross-validation error plotted for different polynomial
kernel degree d against log10(C).
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Fig. 4. Training error and test error plotted against d.

However, the overall performance was satisfactory, consid-
ering that for about 86% of the time, all the pitch contents in
a complex chord structure could be accurately estimated.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the aforementioned evaluation method, the proposed
algorithm seemed to work very well. However, several im-
provements may have to be made for the method to be
practically useful.

Since this method works for P1 to P2 simultaneous notes, a
switching algorithm that engages a different method in case of
other numbers of strings are playing (less than P1, for example)
is required. The switching algorithm may not be required if the
proposed method works reliably with P1 = 1 and P2 = 6,
but with some experiments, it turned out that such setting
would increase the number of dictionary elements, or the
classifiers, too much and increase the error rate consequently.



For example, with P1 = 3, the size of the dictionary was
significantly increased to 253 unique voicing types, and the
average cross-validation error reached about 28%.

Also, the prediction of the proposed algorithm entirely
depends on the generated voicing dictionary. Even though it
was not the case with the testing stage, different musicians
have different voicing vocabularies and the prediction of the
method may not make any sense for an unfamiliar voicing.
This may be practically handled with an extensive amount of
training samples played by different people, but definitely can
be viewed as a flaw in the design of the algorithm.

It may be worth noticing that only one instrument was used
for both training and testing, due to the author’s limit access to
resources. It would have been much better for assessing how
the method will work in the real-world situation if several
different types of guitars were available with MIDI pickups,
even though different magnetic pickup combinations were
explored to roughly simulate the use of different guitars.

Lastly, this paper lacks the exploration of different learning
algorithms. It would be a good idea to try different learning
methods such as boosting, or different multi-class approaches
using decision trees or one-versus-one methods and compare
their performances.
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